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SCSC Service Assurance – WG Meeting 11 

18th September 2018, BAE Systems, Sterling Square, London 

Minutes and Actions 

Attendees 

Katrina Attwood (KA) – University of York, Nick Durston (ND) – NATS, Kevin King (KK) – BAE Systems, 

Mike Parsons (MP) – NATS, John Penny (JP) – CAA, Andy Scott (ASc) – NATS, Simon Scutt (SS) – 

Thales, Mike Sleath (MS) - Consultant, Andy Whitehead (AW) – Atkins 

Apologies 

Bill Blackburn (BB) – Process Renewal, Steve Elliot (SE) – BAE Systems, Jose Faria (JFa) – Safe 

Perspective, Jane Fenn (JF) – BAE Systems, John Findley (JFi) – QinetiQ, Sandy Garrity (SG) – NHS, 

Andy German (AG) – Atkins, Paul Hampton (PH) – CGI, Craig Harris (CH) – Leidos, Jeff Lucas (JL) – BAE 

Systems, Alan Simpson (ASi) – Ebeni, Scott Pearson (SP) – Aquila, Simon Whiteley (SW) - Whiteley 

Aerospace, Miren Illarramendi (MI) – Mondragon University, Shaun Cowles (SC) – EDF Energy, Kevin 

Holland (KH) – Consultant, John Govey (JG) - Siemens 

Agenda 

1. SSS’19 Papers Update 

2. Service Assurance Principles 

3. Progress on Guidance Document  

4. Assurance Wrappers 

5. Generic Service Assurance Presentation 

6. SSS’19 Progress Report 

7. Planning for 2018/2019 activities  

8. Service-oriented war stories, inc. BP Deep Water Horizon 

9. Service analyses update, including STAMP/STPA, including NATS SOM 

10. Thanks 

11. Next Meeting 

Items are presented in the minutes in the order discussed in the meeting, rather than as per the 

Agenda. The order on the day was optimised to reflect attendees and action progression. Slides are 

available in [1]. 

 

NOTE: All comments or opinions in these notes are attributed only to individual attendees of the 

meeting, not to their respective organisations. 

[Note that actions are presented in the form N.Mx where N is the meeting number, M a reference 

number for the action raised in that meeting and x is an optional letter that differentiates related 

actions arising from the same discussion point]. 
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KK opened the meeting. MP presented the agenda. 
 

1. SSS’19 Papers Update  

MP identified the two papers and one poster to be presented at SSS’19 based on the WG’s work. 

KK gave an overview of his paper, leading a discussion on the dockyard ‘crane services’ example. KK 

identified that the SSS’19 paper could be circulated as early as next week, subject to its approval for 

release. KK suggested early October was a more realistic expectation. 

MP gave an overview of the NATS / Ebeni / QinetiQ paper on Principles for Service Assurance (see 3, 

below). 

ND gave an overview of his poster for SSS’19, looking at customer-provider relationships and issues 

arising when these roles get muddled. 

AW noted the group was discussing SOUP [services of uncertain/unknown provenance], not SOUP 

[software of uncertain/unknown provenance]. 

2. Service Assurance Principles  

The 4+2 proposed service assurance principles were discussed. It was agreed to renumber these to 

1-6. Minor changes were agreed [2]: 

1) Service assurance requirements shall be defined for the particular service instance and 

expected usage, to address the service-based solution’s (SBS) contribution to the undesired 

behaviours of the overall system 

2) The intent of the service assurance requirements shall be maintained through the service 

definitions, service levels, the service architecture and the agreements made at service 

interfaces 

3) Service assurance requirements shall be satisfied 

4) Undesirable behaviours of the service-based solution shall be identified, assessed and 

managed 

5) The confidence established in addressing these principles shall be commensurate with the 

level of risk posed by the SBS 

6) These principles shall be established and maintained throughout the lifetime of the SBS 

through all changes, e.g. commissioning, operations, change of provider, re-purposing and 

end-of-life  

 

3. Progress on Guidance Document 
MP provided an overview of the status of the Guidance Paper. The aim is to provide an online 

version for comment at SSS’19. 
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4. Assurance Wrappers 
KK discussed his comments on the ‘Assurance Wrappers’ document [3]. It was noted that: 

 a single service provider could fit into different categories for different services; 

 a wrapper deals with relationships with the ‘rest of the system’, including interactions with other 

services via their associated wrappers; 

 a wrapper is not necessarily ‘thicker’ for ‘COTS’ services, as its complexity / size is also influenced 

with the level of risk associated with potential misbehaviour of the service(s); 

 the services below the top level need not be described using the term ‘safety’. 

ACTION 11.1 on ASc to update the assurance wrappers document for KK’s comments and the 

extension to those comments discussed at the 11th SAWG meeting. 

ACTION 11.2 on ASc to review the assurance wrappers document against the draft Principles. 

On KA’s arrival, MP recapped the meeting’s discussions so far. 

5. Generic Service Assurance Presentation 
It was not known what progress ASi had made on the presentation [the aims of which are to track 

the progress made in the WG and hence to be readily available for any presentation requests]. 

ACTION 11.3 on ASc to provide updated ‘service hierarchy’ illustrations for the two slides in the 

presentation that use them, based on the depiction used in the assurance wrapper document. 

ACTION 11.4 on ASi to update the presentation, in particular to incorporate the Principles. 

It was noted that, once the Principles were incorporated into the presentation, they could be linked 

through to ‘example issues’, e.g. pulling material from the ‘Service Assurance Considerations’ slides. 

It was also suggested that the ‘Possible Assurance Approaches’ slide would need to be reworked or 

dropped. 

6. SSS’19 Progress Report 
MP ran through the draft SSS’19 schedule, https://scsc.uk/e569 . The service assurance session is 

currently planned for the afternoon of the first day. 

7. Planning for 2018 / 2019 activities 
SS observed that the SCSC Assurance Cases Working Group (ACWG) should have considerable 

synergy / overlap / dependence with / on the SAWG. KA reported that the ACWG was struggling to 

make progress. ASc remarked that, given SS’s valid point about the implied relationships for the two 

Working Group’s scope, the SAWG may need to enquire as to the issues the ACWG was facing, to 

check if they impact the SAWG. 

ACTION 11.5 on KA to organise an exercise to share material between the SAWG and ACWG. 

It was suggested that this action could be satisfied by inviting an ACWG member to attend a future 

SAWG meeting, a joint meeting, or some other form of cross-group exercise. 

https://scsc.uk/e569
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MP led a discussion on options for expanding communication of the SAWG’s output during 2019. 

Suggestions included offering seminars, training, tri-folds, pamphlets, etc. A short discussion on 

potential ‘branding’ took place, using the Data Safety ‘elephant’ as an example. SS suggested that 

the animal used for guidance document covers was either an Egyptian Plover or a St. Bernard dog, 

with the latter being seen as particularly appropriate. 

ACTION 11.6 on MP to reorder the Guidance document to mirror the structure of the Data Safety 

Guidance equivalent, to include the principles and a statement that the top-level (safety-related) 

service(s) shall have a Duty Holder. 

8. Service-oriented War Stories 
[14:10] On ND’s recommendation the group watched a video reporting the findings of BP’s 

investigation into the Deepwater Horizon disaster. This was very technology-focussed but did 

identify some service aspects. See additional notes here [4]. 

KK discussed the 2010 Sudbury rail accident. 

MP showed the meeting the presentation of war stories / examples in the Data Safety Guidance V3.0 

document. He suggested that case studies were needed in the SSS’19 paper for September/October, 

with use in the Guidance coming later (December/January). 

9. Service Analyses Update 
No further update on the STAMP/STPA work. 

10. Thanks 
Thanks to KK for hosting SAWG #11 at BAE Systems, Sterling Square.  

Thanks to ASc for taking the minutes.  

Thanks to MP for chairing the meeting. 

11. Next Meeting 
ACTION 11.7 on ASc to arrange the next meeting at NATS Brettenham House, London, for the 

second week of November. [MP now arranged for 20th November 2018.] 

It was suggested that the 13th meeting could take the format of a WebEx in early December, to allow 

further progress to be made before SSS’19 without additional travel demand on attendees. 

12. Open Actions 
 

Ref Owner Description Status 

1.7 KK See if someone from BAE could explain how the service 
contracts work in their situation. 

Ongoing 

2.6 JFe Produce “Parachute Packing” story summary. Ongoing 

3.1 KA Create a glossary alongside the straw man document, 
and keep it active during future discussions/reviews etc. 

Ongoing 

https://vimeo.com/82484243
https://vimeo.com/82484243
http://www.bures-online.co.uk/rail/rail%20crash/raib.pdf
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Ref Owner Description Status 

3.2 ASc Talk to contracts people and attempt to do a 
“contractual comparison”, indicating where contracts for 
safety‐related services differ from non‐safety related 
ones, such as a mobile phone. 

Ongoing 

5.2 MP Bring and adapt contents of the SSS’18 paper into the 

Guidance Document. Now re-assigned to MP. 

Ongoing 

7.8 KK Provide a write-up to the next meeting of the ‘piggy in 

the middle’ service stack problem. 

Ongoing 

8.1 MP Collate information to be included in guidance document. Ongoing 

8.2 ASi Create a generic Service Assurance presentation. Ongoing 

9.1 MP Update the draft guidance document with text from 
various sources including SSS’18 paper, MS’s document 
and SSS’18 presentation. 
 

Ongoing 

9.3 SE/KK Make slides “Dockyard Product Safety” available for 
upload to the SAWG resources area on the SCSC website. 

Ongoing 

9.4 JL/KK Make slides “Overview of the Dockyard Services” 
available for upload to the SAWG resources area on the 
SCSC website. 

Ongoing 

9.6 MP Consider Discussion of Service Consumption [???] in the 
Service Assurance Paper. 

Ongoing 

9.7 ASc Provide wrapper taxonomy note. Closed 

9.8 All Identify the Services in the Überlingen disaster and to 
determine which services failed and why, ready for next 
SAWG meeting. 

Ongoing 

9.9 SW Redraw Überlingen disaster STAMP diagram and to 
provide an explanation from a service perspective of how 
the SLA Service, Service Definition and Service Assurance 
Case are modelled in STAMP/STPA. 

Ongoing 

9.11 MP Contact Highways England regarding their service 
provision and possible presentation at the next meeting. 

Ongoing 

10.1 MP Circulate Wrappers and draft guidance document for 
comment via the shared drive. 

Closed 

10.2 All Provide comment on the wrappers and draft guidance 
document. 

Ongoing 

10.3 All Consider whether we want to present at future SCSC 
events. 

Ongoing 

10.4 All Provide comments on ASi’s generic presentation (see 
8.2). 

Ongoing 

10.5 MP Investigate (for the guidance document) how the nature 
of services changes when the system collapses. 

Ongoing 

10.6 All Identify potential war stories. Ongoing 

10.7 All Consider potential guidewords to query the service 
hierarchy, for discussion at future meeting. 

Ongoing 

11.1 ASc Update the assurance wrappers document for KK’s 
comments and the extension to those comments 
discussed at the 11th SAWG meeting. 

Open 
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Ref Owner Description Status 

11.2 ASc Review the assurance wrappers document against the 
draft Principles. 

Open 

11.3 ASc Provide updated ‘service hierarchy’ illustrations for the 
two slides in the presentation that use them, based on 
the depiction used in the assurance wrapper document. 

Open 

11.4 ASi Update the presentation, in particular to incorporate the 
Principles. 

Open 

11.5 KA Organise an exercise to share material between the 
SAWG and ACWG. 

Open 

11.6 MP Reorder the Guidance document to mirror the structure 
of the Data Safety equivalent, to include the Principles 
and a statement that the top-level (safety-related) 
service(s) shall have a Duty Holder. 

Open 

11.7 ASc Arrange the next meeting at NATS Brettenham House, 
London, for the second week of November. 

Closed [now arranged 
for 20th November.] 

13. References 
Ref ID and title Link 

[1] Meeting Slides https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Meeting_11_Slides-476.pptx 

[2] Elaboration of Service Assurance 
Principles 

https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Elaboration_of_Service_Assur
ance_Principles-480.txt  

[3] KK comments on Wrappers note https://scsc.uk/file/gs/Service_Wrappers_v0.4_ASc-
452_KCK_comment-479.docx  

[4] Deep Water Horizon accident notes https://scsc.uk/file/gs/NBD_Paper-477.docx  
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